Houghton Mifflin Spelling and Vocabulary
Grade 5: Unit 21

Directions: Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each clue.

Across
3. Two ___ take people to and from the island.
5. awards
9. events recalled
12. most piggish
13. most frightening
15. less difficult
16. skills
18. declared to be untrue
21. pleased
24. sleepier
25. opposite of later
26. brighter in terms of weather
27. triumphs
28. opposite of friends
29. nations

Down
1. In winter, a warm blanket makes a bed ___.
2. most beautiful
3. groups of relatives
4. examined closely and carefully
6. caused shock and disgust
7. most joyful
8. limits
10. plans for achieving a goal
11. extremely unfortunate events
14. sources of word meanings
17. joined together
19. filthier
20. very frightened
22. coldest
23. responsibilities
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